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Status
 Open
Subject
https://themes.tiki.org/show_image.php?id=60 HTTP ERROR 404
Version
22.x
Category
Regression
Feature
Image Gallery
File Gallery (elFinder or standard UI)
Resolution status
New
Submitted by
Marc Laporte
Lastmod by
hman
Rating
                              (0) 
Related-to
 Migration of image gallery doesn't migrate
Description
On the footer of https://themes.tiki.org/, there is a broken image
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Importance
9
Easy to solve?
10 easy
Priority
90
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
7763
Created
Monday 07 June, 2021 18:01:47 GMT-0000
by Marc Laporte
LastModif
Thursday 10 June, 2021 05:19:37 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 08 Jun 21 10:14 GMT-0000
That's an image gallery ﬁle (deprecated since tiki 3? ;)

Jonny Bradley 08 Jun 21 10:19 GMT-0000
I checked and Image Galleries didn't seem to be enabled, so in case
they had been migrated i enabled
file_galleries_redirect_from_image_gallery but it still didn't show
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up...

Jonny Bradley 08 Jun 21 11:32 GMT-0000
Nope, seems like someone disabled image galleries
without migrating, so i re-enabled it temporarily (will be
good dog-food ;)

hman 08 Jun 21 21:25 GMT-0000
Remember that migrating doesn't work, it
just copies the ﬁles, after that, calling them
by the old reference yields a "ﬁle not found"...

Jonny Bradley 09 Jun 21
07:54 GMT-0000
That's not correct, the old image
gallery id's continue to work if you
enable
file_galleries_redirect_from_im
age_gallery (it's just in this case

the migration script wasn't run and
the old galleries were just disabled)

hman 09 Jun 21 13:52
GMT-0000
It is, that is why I opened a
bug report for that... I
migrated a small set of
image gallery ﬁles, and this
created a new folder
"migrated image galleries",
but all calls to images that
were migrated failed after
the ﬁle gallery feature was
turned oﬀ.
Also, where is
"ﬁle_galleries_redirect_from_i
mage_gallery" ? The search
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function doesn't ﬁnd it, also
a grep through the entirety
of Tiki 18.8. doesn't ﬁnd that
string. Was that a feature
introduced after 18.8?

hman 10 Jun 21
05:18 GMT-0000
I found it. It is visibly
named "Redirect to ﬁle
gallery" and located in
/lib/prefs/ﬁle.php.
Strange. Inside it is
indeed named
"ﬁle_galleries_redirect_
from_image_gallery",
but grep did not ﬁnd it.
Anyway, it's turned on,
and still, calls to
migrated ﬁles yield a
'ﬁle not found'.

Jonny
Bradley 10
Jun 21 09:37
GMT-0000
The normal search
on tiki-admin.php
found it ﬁne for
me, but i agree
the label on that
pref is less than
helpful (wasn't me
;) - not sure if it
was in 18.x
though.
I added some
better output to
the migrate
command here
ﬀb463d3 so
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hopefully that will
help in the future.

hman 10
Jun 21
10:15
GMT-0000
Thanks. But
besides better
output, the
function itself
needs to be
ﬁxed...

hman
10 Jun 21
12:30
GMT-000
0
A remark, if
you pardon
me making
it as a nonnative
speaker: I
believe in
"Something
went wrong
so, please
check" the
comma is
at the
wrong
position...
Also, IMHO
you should
not use
hard line
breaks
inside
strings...
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The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item7763-https-themes-tiki-org-show_image-php-id-60-HTTP-ERROR-404
Show PHP error messages
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